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in "God Gave Us Our Relations," her Vancouver address, published in
this issue. Members still discuss "Hospitality," her Toronto talk (1982).

[See Ps No. 4.]
"I think Persuasions should continue to reflect the Society's member-

ship," Juliet said. "It should be a mix of light and serious articles and
should please the eye as well as the mind."

To borrow a phrase from Captain Harville: we are "in very good
anchorage here." On behalf of all the members of theJane Austen Society
of North America, I salute our Editors and wish them well!

Lorraine Hanaway

NEWS FROM STEVENTON

It is wonderful to tell you that work on the Roof, Tower, and exterior
rendering of St. Nicholas' Church is now completed. As this was "major
work" we received generous grants from Government funds and have
been able to save our "American" Fund. This stands at f5,000 which
gives us the most splendid start and encouragement to re-decorate the
interior of the Church. A preliminary Budget Estimate suggests that the
full Schedule of work will cost in the region of {15,000, so there is much
fund raising to be done. Also, there is much preparation work to be done,
experts to be consulted, etc. If all goes well, we certainly hope to make a
start on this project in 1987.

Thanks to your Fund, we have been able to place engraved Plates at
the foot of the graves to the northeaSt of the Churchyard, where the
inscriptions to members of the Austen and Knight families have been
worn away by the weather. This is a most worthwhile achievement for
future generations of visitors to the Church.

Another project that we look forward to achieving is a Garden of
Remembrance, where residents and friends may place a small remem-
brance plaque to their loved ones who have been cremated or perhaps
died in another part of the country. We hope thatJASNA members will
approve of the use of their Fund for this project.

Finally, I know that I speak for many Steventon residents when I say
how tremendously grateful we are for your continued support of St.
Nicholas' Church. Your friendship and interest have revitalized our
determination to maintain our historic Church to the very best of our
ability, and your donations enable us to carry out most worthwhile
projects.

Joyce Brown
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